CHURCHILL DOWNS - June 14, 2008 - Race 7
STAKES Regret S. Grade 3 - For Thoroughbred Three Year Old Fillies
One And One Eighth Miles On The Turf Track Record: (Lure - 1:46.34 - April 30, 1993)
Purse: $200,000 Added
Available Money: $217,000
Value of Race: $217,000 1st $134,540, 2nd $43,400, 3rd $21,700, 4th $10,850, 5th $6,510
Weather: Clear Track: Firm
Off at: 4:16 Start: Good for all

Pgm  Horse Name (Jockey)  Wgt M/E PP Start 1/4 1/2 3/4 Str Fin  Odds  Comments
  4   Pure Clan (Leparoux, Julien)  116 L b  3  4 3Head 3Head 4Head 3Head 2 1/2 2 3/4 1.00*  in hand rail, driving
  1   C J's Leelee (Albarado, Robby)  116 LA f  1  2 2 1/2 2 1/2 2 1/2 1  1 21 1/2 4.20  rated, no match
  3   Zee Zee (Desormeaux, Kent)  122 LA  2  3 1Head 1Head 1Head 2 1/2 21 1/2 3 2 1/2 2.40  rated, tired
  6   Magical Theater (Gomez, Garrett)  116 LA  4  1 5  5  5  4 1/2 4 1 1/4 4.50  no late bid
  7   Miss Mafioso (Castanon, Jesus)  116 LA  5  5 4 1/2 4 1/2 4Head 5  5 20.80  3 path 2nd turn

Fractional Times: 24.51 49.48 1:14.04 1:38.04  Final Time: 1:49.86

Winner: Pure Clan, Chestnut Filly, by Pure Prize out of Gather The Clan (IRE), by General Assembly. Foaled Mar 09, 2005 in Kentucky.
Breeder: A. Lakin & Sons, Inc.
Winning Owner: Lakin, Lewis G., IEAH Stable and Pegasus Holding Group Stables, LLC

Scratched Horse(s): Absolutely Cindy, Clearly Foxy

Total WPS Pool: $294,115

Pgm  Horse  Win Place Show  Wager Type  Winning Numbers  Payoff  Pool
  4   Pure Clan  4.00  2.60  2.10 $2.00 Exacta  4-1  12.60  172,173
  1   C J's Leelee  3.60  2.20  2.20 $2.00 Trifecta  4-1-3  24.60  105,037
  3   Zee Zee  2.20  2.20  2.20 $2.00 Superfecta  4-1-3-6  38.60  34,169
  7   Miss Mafioso  2.20  5  5 $2.00 Daily Double  5-4  5.40  15,193

Trainers:  4 - Holthus, Robert; 1 - McPeek, Kenneth; 3 - Mott, William; 6 - Arnold, II, George; 7 - Reed, Eric

Owners:  4 - Lakin, Lewis G., IEAH Stable and Pegasus Holding Group Stables, LLC; 1 - Sarah Lyn Stables LLC; 3 - Zayat Stables, LLC; 6 - G. Watts Humphrey, Jr.; 7 - Glory Days Racing;

Footnotes
PURE CLAN close up along the inside while in hand, angled out three wide leaving the second turn, responded when asked for her best and drew off late under steady urging. C J'S LEELEE vied for the lead while reserved and near the inside, took over when asked but was no match for the winner late. ZEE ZEE rated while alternating for the lead outside the runner up, held on well to midstretch and tired. MAGICAL THEATER unhurried off the inside, made a mild run to the furlong marker but could not sustain the bid. MISS MAFIOSO forwardly placed off the rail, raced in the three path on the second turn and tired in the drive.
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